Gifted-atMU ListServ Information  
(Updated 2/22/22)

**ListServ Description:** Run by Millersville University's Gifted Education program, this ListServ is for sharing relevant information about gifted education services. Information may include requests for or links to gifted education resources, current research findings, recommendations for practice, calls for research participants, professional development opportunities, and more. While this ListServ is designed for those in PA, any gifted educator or specialist is allowed to join.

**To Join the ListServ:**
- Follow this link: [https://www.freelists.org/list/gifted-atmu](https://www.freelists.org/list/gifted-atmu)
- Enter your **school or work email** and set “What would you like to do?” to “Subscribe”
- You should receive a confirmation email stating that you have subscribed and that a moderator must approve the request. If you do not see this confirmation, be sure to **check your spam folder** and set gifted-atmu@freelists.org as a trusted sender

**What else can I do from the sign up page?**
- **Access archive:** View all previous posts to the ListServ
- **“Set Vacation Mode”**- Keeps you listed as a subscriber of the ListServ without receiving messages. This setting allows you to easily re-activate your subscription or reference the archive.

**To send a message out to the ListServ:**
- Send the desired email to gifted-atmu@freelists.org

**What should I send to the ListServ?**
- Please remember that each email is sent to all members of the ListServ. Please avoid sending several emails in a short time span to avoid inbox clutter.
- Suggested uses of the ListServ include: sending resource inquiries/links, calls for research participants, current/relevant research related to gifted education, professional development opportunities, and recommendations for practice.

**What if I have questions about the ListServ?**
- Check the [FreeLists FAQ Page](https://www.freelists.org/help) for general information. If you cannot find an answer here, you may consider contacting their [support team](mailto:help@freelists.org).
- Contact the [administrators/moderators of the list](mailto:gifted-atmu@freelists.org).